From: Quek Woon Woon
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 8:01 AM
To: COM 1st Year; COM 2nd Year; COM 3rd Year; CEG 1st Year; CEG 2nd Year; CEG 3rd Year
Cc: comp1-l@comp.nus.edu.sg; comp2-l@comp.nus.edu.sg; comp3-l@comp.nus.edu.sg; Lee Wee Sun (SoC); A. L. Ananda (SoC); wangye@comp.nus.edu.sg; Chua Wei Nee (ECE); jetanwy@comp.nus.edu.sg; ‘jlimls Lim’; ‘Adele Chiew’; Philip Lim Hui Lip; Toh Mui Kiat

Dear Students,

Application for Student Internship Programme CP3200 (SIP) (May - Aug 2014) and Advanced Technology Attachment Programme (ATAP) (May- Oct 2014) will open today 13 Feb to 19 Feb 2014.

Aside from industry experience, you will be given an allowance of a minimum S$1000 per month for ATAP, and a recommended minimum of S$1000 for SIP.

You can deposit your CV and select up to three projects:

How to sign up:
Sign up at: https://mysoc.nus.edu.sg/~projadm/


Project details at: https://mysoc.nus.edu.sg/~projadm/

Please take note of the following:

1. You are allowed to do SIP then ATAP or vice versa. However, only a maximum of 12 MCs of SoC internships (from ATAP/SIP) are taken into account for graduation requirements. Students can only take 1 SIP and/or 1 ATAP throughout their study.

2. Students who are graduating in Sem 1, AY14-15 will not be allowed into ATAP.

3. You are not allowed to take any modules in special term under SIP or ATAP.

4. Students who are doing UROP (CP3208 and CP3209) are also not eligible for ATAP.

5. Students cannot concurrently do CP4101 Final Year Project (FYP) or CS4349 Game Research Project (for CM students in the Concurrent Programme in Interactive Digital Media) with ATAP. Conversion of ATAP related work to FYP/CS4349 is not permitted, irrespective of how good the ATAP-work is.

6. Students who are already on ATAP are not allowed to reduce its duration to turn it into a SIP attachment.

7. CEG students should follow the internship guidelines for CEG students. Please refer to http://www.ceg.nus.edu.sg/ia/
While CEG students may apply for internship via either VIP/IAP (FoE) or SIP/ATAP (SoC), please do NOT apply both sides (then decide on the 'preferred' offer) - it does not leave a positive impression (to reject an offer). Also, it will affect another applicant's chance.

Students who are on ATAP are eligible to take a maximum of 2 modules (day or night) subjected to the company decision if they are agreeable to you taking time off.

**Self-initiated ATAP/SIP**

Students are allowed to self-initiate attachment and convert them to SIP/ATAP(subject to approval by SIP/ATAP coordinator). For procedures, please check out the ATAP and SIP websites above. Kindly note NO retrospective approval will be given for self-initiated SIP/ATAP. The deadline for self-initiated conversion is **31 March 2014**. No extension be granted. All approvals must be sought for prior embarking on any self-initiated SIP/ATAP if you wish to earn credits.

Please email me if you need clarifications.

Thank you.

Regards,

Quek Woon Woon (Ms)
School of Computing, Undergraduate Office
Tel: 66011086